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By Martie Whittekin, CCN, best-selling author and host of the Healthy by Nature radio show 

I should start by explaining that regarding supplements and procedures, “not proven” is vastly 
different than “disproven”. The FDA only considers a substance “proven” if it is (a) a drug, (b) 
has gone through many years and hundreds of millions of dollars in testing and (c) is not used 
as a natural alternative to one of their precious pharmaceuticals. No nutrition supplier can pay 
for FDA level “proof” because it could never get back its investment. Since nutrients cannot be 
patented, all their competitors will also be able sell the product. However, nutrients can be as 
powerful as drugs and are much, much safer. Government guidelines for nutrient intake are set, 
they are not aiming for optimum function, allowing for different genetic needs or the fact that 
we might be doing something to increase our need or to interfere with absorption. 

The following suggestions are the consensus of several nutrition experts. Please see the more 
comprehensive document, HBNshow.com/covid-19-summary. (It is updated periodically.) 
 
WHAT TO DO IF YOU BECOME ILL WITH COVID-19. Obviously, stay home and away from 
people whom you might infect. Read HBNshow.com/articles/your-system-is-powerful/, for 
diet and lifestyle factors that will help immune function (in addition to, NOT instead of your 
doctor’s advice). These are important supplements to have on hand and take right away: 

Vitamin D3 – take 50,000 IU per day for at least 3 days or until you feel better…hopefully in a 
week or so. (A Spanish study gave what is equivalent to 100,000 IU the first day.) Then taper 
back to 10,000 over a few days. Yes, these are large doses compared to government guidelines, 
but there is a good science showing that they are safe, and the plan works! One study showed 
that persons with insufficient vitamin D blood levels were almost twice (1.77x) as likely to test 
positive for covid-19. On one TV news program Dr. Anthony Fauci admitted that he takes 6,000 
IU of vitamin D per day. For a comprehensive discussion of how high dose vitamin D3 can 
protect you from Covid-19, LINK to a 1-hour YouTube discussion with Jeff Bowles and the 
National Health Federation.  

• For this short-term emergency use, any brand of Vitamin D3 will work, but a 10,000 IU 
pill is more convenient. (See below for prevention supplementation.)  

• Zinc lozenges – Studies show that zinc in the lozenge form works best for respiratory 
infections. The total intake for the day should be what is listed on the product. There is 
one lozenge so intelligently designed that it contains an ingredient to help get zinc into 
infected cells where it can stop viral replication. LifespanNutrition.com (800-247-5731) 
has the only lozenge that does that.  

• Vitamin C – C activates sluggish immune cells and protects the body from oxidative 
damage. I take 500-1,000 mg every few hours. Check the label, e.g. the Emergen-C 
brand powder may contain zinc, which when combined with the zinc lozenges, might 
send you over the recommended daily intake. 

• Selenium and Resveratrol can help. These are well worth considering. Among many 
other benefits, Selenium keeps zinc from being bound up and thereby unavailable. Bill 
Sardi stated this, “selenium, a trace mineral, prevents viral mutations and has been 
demonstrated to improve the cure rate by 500%. Also, selenium deficiency is 
associated with increased covid-19 mortality. 
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•  Resveratrol is amazing and in this case protects the lungs and heart. Read articles about 
them in the HBNshow.com Library. 

• Vitamin B1 – It appears that the stress and confinement of the pandemic have led people to 
drink more coffee, tea and alcohol as well as eat more sugary comfort foods. Those things 
deplete this vitamin B1 (also known as thiamine). Insufficiency of thiamine causes symptoms 
that mimic those of the virus and it can cause nerve and brain damage. Read more. I 
recommend Nerve Guardian. It is very effective and quite inexpensive. 

For respiratory distress. Consider using hydrogen peroxide in a nebulizer. To get the protocol 
specifics and more ideas from Tom Levy, MD and Dr. Joseph Mercola, visit 
HBNshow.com/H2O2-in-nebulizer. 

VIRUS PREVENTION / PROTECTION. Prevention is far better than trying to cure anything. In 
addition to (not instead of) the standard advice about distancing, masks and hand washing, 
these supplements will help: 

• Vitamin D. Blood levels on the 25-hydroxyvitamin D test should be at 70-100 ng/ml, not 
the pitiful 20-30 ng/ml usually shown as “normal” on test reports. Achieving optimum 
levels typically takes daily doses of D3 in the 8,000-10,000 range. For the long term, it is 
best to also take vitamin K2 because D3 increases calcium uptake and the vitamin K gets 
calcium into the bones rather than hanging around causing trouble in the blood vessels. 
Now Foods makes a spray combination balanced in D3 and K2, it is highly absorbed and 
easy to dose. Ask your natural food store to get it or you can find it online. Save money 
with powdered nutrients. If you want to try that, they are available on vitaspace.com. 

• Zinc. It is good to take from 30-50 mg a day routinely. I think the best way to get that 
amount and in an easy to absorb form is to take Molecular Multi from 
LifespanNutrition.com (800-247-5731) . (It also contains other nutrients we need and is 
the best multi I have ever found.) If you are happy with your multi and need extra zinc, 
T-cell zinc™ is a unique form that supports the thymus gland. (The thymus gland 
produces T–cells which provide long term immunity to covid-19 and other pathogens.) 
T-cell Zinc is available from Longevinex.com. 866-405-4000 

• Vitamin C – Because vitamin C quickly washes out of the body, I think it is smart to take 
Formula 216 for routine daily use. This unique formula protects you with vitamin C 
around the clock and encourages the body to make more when there is a stress. This is 
new science—no other product does that. From Formula216.com 833-848-2216. 

• Vitamin B1 – Head off the problems discussed above (under the treatment section) by 
taking vitamin B1 before you get ill.  

 
 
 
Disclaimer. This information is meant to be a helpful summary of natural and nutritional 
support for the body’s immune system. It is not a substitute consultation with your doctor. 
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